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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an automated circuit design system for the evolution and subsequent invention of
CMOS amplifiers. The proposed system relies on a mix of genetic programming and a new topologyindependent design optimisation method referred to as current-flow analysis. Genetic programming evolves
new circuit topologies from the collection of primitive devices and basic building blocks. Current-flow
analysis screens and corrects circuits using topology-independent design rules. Experimental results show a
promising improvement on the design of operational amplifiers that making the automated analogue design
environment using genetic programming a lot more practical.

I. INTRODUCTION
The field of automated analogue circuit design has been one of the most appealing research topics for decades
and a large number of systems have been developed. General reviews of these systems can be found in [1,2,3,4,5].
Several automated analogue circuit design systems have concentrated on optimisation techniques using circuit
design parameters. Examples are DELIGHT.SPICE[6], ECSTASY[7] and ADOPT[8]. Other systems, such as
ISAAC/OPTIMAN [9,10], ASTRX/OBLX [11], ANACONDA[12] and GPCAD[13] have introduced global
optimisation methods. Finally, systems such as Ampdes[14], BLADES[15], CAMP[16] and ISAID[17,18,19] apply
a knowledge base to synthesise circuit topologies as well as guide the optimisation methods.
Recently, genetic algorithms(GAs) and genetic programming(GP) were introduced to the field. Genetic
algorithms were firstly introduced as optimisation tools for parameter searches.

Both algorithms were then

introduced for topology selection and synthesis. DARWIN[20] uses 24 circuit topologies stored in the library as the
starting circuits for the evolution of operational amplifiers. The facility of topology synthesis was recently enhanced
by two particular systems, the automated WYWIWYG (What-You-Want-Is-What-You-Get) design process[21], and
the system introduced by Lohn et al.[22]. Both systems evolve circuit topologies from a collection of primitive
devices and at the same time, optimise circuit parameters. This design concept brings automated analogue design
closer to a situation where new topologies can be invented without intervention from the users. However, both the
WYWIWYG system and the system by Lohn et al. face a new problem in which invented topologies are not
optimised or practical because evolving circuits are evaluated by their performance, not by the design.
In this paper we introduce a new automated circuit design system based on genetic programming with the
extension of a knowledge base. The proposed system is not only capable of topology invention and component
parameter searches but also provides the necessary facility for design optimisation. A new topology-independent
design optimisation method which we call current-flow analysis corrects circuit topologies. A new circuit
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representation technique is also introduced to provide more complex component connections, which is essential for
high performance amplifier design.
In section II, we investigate the concepts and techniques used for topology synthesis and parameter searches.
The proposed system is described in detail in section III. Experimental results showing the evolution of CMOS
amplifiers are given in section IV with conclusions in section V.

II. THE TECHNIQUES FOR TOPOLOGY SYNTHESIS AND PARAMETER OPTIMISATION
A. Canonical concepts for topology synthesis and parameter optimisation
Since the early days of automated circuit synthesis, several systems have been designed. Most systems comprise
two separated parts. The first part is the circuit generator, which synthesises the first draft of a circuit. The second
part is the circuit optimiser, which optimises circuit parameters to meet the target specifications. We may classify
automated circuit analogue design systems by their methodology as follows:
1) Optimisation tools for parameter searches: In this group, the key function of such systems is to solve circuit
parameters using some kind of optimisation methods. Early automated circuit design systems perform optimisation
methods directly on derived analytic functions of circuits. For example, DELIGHT.SPICE[6], ECSTASY[7], and
ADOPT[8]. ECSTASY is a system that uses the same design methodology as DELIGHT.SPICE but it improves the
search algorithm by introducing the controlled random search (CRS) algorithm. In recent years, a concept of using a
strategy in which the optimisation methods are shielded from topologies was introduced. In this concept, circuit
topologies are selected from the library using heuristic design rules or the topologies are manually selected by the
users and are then processed by a symbolic simulator or a circuit compiler where circuit characteristics are
transformed into cost functions. Cost functions are then optimised using simulated annealing. Such a process
shields the optimisation module from user specifications and circuit topologies and thus reduces the amount of work
when introducing new designs. The examples are ISAAC/OPTIMAN [9,10] with ISAAC as the symbolic simulator,
and ASTRX/OBLX [11] with ASTRX as the circuit compiler. ANACONDA[12] is based on the ASTRX/OBLX
system but it applies a new technique referred to as stochastic pattern search as an optimiser. Another design
approach is transforming analytic equations of circuits into a new domain where circuits can be optimised with
guaranteed success. Such a technique was used by GPCAD[13]. GPCAD applies analytic equations of circuits using
a new domain called geometric programming where transformed analytic functions can be optimised using convex
optimisation methods.
2) Knowledge base for topology synthesis and parameter searches: In the second group, systems are built using
a new concept where various specifications requiring different topologies can be selected or synthesised using
design rules. Circuit parameters are initialised and then refined using some kind of optimisation method under
guidance by rules. The refining process may also change circuit topologies if necessary. OPASYN[23] uses decision
rules for topology selection. Ampdes[14] and CAMPS [16] uses design rules to synthesis circuits and then uses
analytic equations to calculate for component sizing. BLADES[15] uses heuristic rules to synthesise circuits from
predefined subcircuits. IDAC[24] selects subcircuits from the library and synthesises circuits using design rules.
Circuit parameters are initialised using simplified analytic equations. They are then refined by local optimisation
algorithms. OASYS[25] and ISAID[17,18,19] use hierarchical structures to represent circuits. User specifications
are used by multi-level design plans to synthesise circuits from a collection of subcircuits and primitive devices.
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Circuit parameters are then optimised using local optimisation methods under the guidance of derived design plans.
ISAID has an advantage over OASYS since it introduces qualitative reasoning to generate possible correction
strategies and then select the most benefit route for the correction. The correction procedure involves the change of
component sizing and circuit topologies.

B. The evolution of circuit topologies and component parameters
A goal in automated circuit design is to design a circuit that the system has no knowledge of. For human
designers, the general way to invent a new design is to try-and-test the circuit under required specifications and
general knowledge in circuit design. This requires experience and insight of design. The majority of automated
circuit design systems are based upon this concept. Although these systems have designed various types of circuits
with a level of success, their design is controlled by available rules and subcircuits. While the methodology can
guarantee that resulting circuits are practical and optimised if relevant information exists in the systems, it will not
guarantee a result when user specifications require topologies that are beyond existing rules and building blocks.
A breakthrough came from the application of evolutionary algorithms. The algorithms are based on the
mechanics of natural selection and reproduction of real lives. Circuits can be synthesised without the knowledge of
required topologies. Two algorithms that have been widely used in the field are genetic algorithms and genetic
programming.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) were introduced by John Holland to abstract the adaptive process of natural system.
The result is an artificial software system that retains the important mechanism of a natural system[26].
Genetic programming (GP) was introduced by John R. Koza [27,28,29] as an extension to GAs. Instead of
representing a problem function as a chromosome string, GP represents it as a tree structure or as a computer
program. GP and GAs process several problem functions or individuals at a time. The first generation is generated
from a start-up structure using genetic operations. Individuals are then sent for the fitness measurement, where they
are evaluated by their performance under a desired environment. The evaluation results are called fitness values. The
fitness values are then used for the natural selection for the evolution of the following generation. Genetic
operations commonly used by GAs and GP for the evolution of each generation are crossover, mutation and
reproduction. Detail of GAs can be found in [26] and GP in [27,28,29,30].
GAs and GP have been applied for evolving analogue circuits in various approaches, as follows:
•

Parameter refinement: In this approach, genetic algorithms are used to search for component parameters in
a fixed topology. The system by Wo'jcikowski et al. [31] used genetic algorithms to search for transistor
length, bias voltage and current load of operational amplifiers. A similar system by Zebulum et al. [32]
applied genetic algorithms to search for transistor length, compensating capacitance and bias current. GAs
were also used for the evolution of other types of circuits. Arslan and Horrocks applied GAs to evolve
digital and analogue filters[33]. Horrocks and Kalifa[34] used GAs to optimise capacitor and inductors in
LC circuits.

•

Topology search: Genetic algorithms are used to invent a network. The system by Grimbleby [35]
constructed a network comprising resistors and capacitors from a start-up network built around an amplifier
to perform as active filter. The parameters of transistors and capacitors were sought by numerical
optimisation. Thompson et al. [36] applied GAs to evolve various types of circuits on FPGA chips and
commercial analogue cross-point switch arrays.
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•

Topology selection/invention and parameter optimisation: Genetic algorithms and genetic programming
were used for evolving circuit topologies and, within the same process, searching the component
parameters. Early implementation was for the selection of circuit topologies. DARWIN[20] generates the
first generation by randomly selecting from 24 possible topologies in the library. The evolutionary process
gradually eliminates topologies which are not suitable for the problem while, at the same time, searching for
component values. Later, the idea to represent the components and how to connect them together as a
circuit was introduced. Such an idea was used in the system by Lohn et al.[22] and the WYWIWYG system
[21].

The automated WYWIWYG design process is based on genetic programming. It has successfully evolved
various types of circuits including passive filters [21], 60dB and 96 dB operational amplifiers [37,38]. The
WYWIWYG system evolves circuits from an embryonic circuit, which can be considered as a start-up circuit
comprising only simple wires. These wires are then evolved into complex connections of wires as well as
components. Each generation contains a large group of individuals representing evolving circuits. Circuits are
compiled into circuit netlists, which are simulated for their performance and evaluated as fitness values. New
generations are then evolved from previous generations using the genetic operations comprising crossover,
mutation, and reproduction based on fitness values of parent individuals.
The system by Lohn and Colombano is similar to the WYWIWYG system, but it is based on genetic algorithms.
The system uses a variable sized representation called cc-bot instructions. Each construction is a command
describing a new component and how to place the component to adjacent components. The system has successfully
evolved a number of passive filters as well as operational amplifiers.

C. Shortcomings of the existing systems for topology synthesis
The canonical concepts which use a knowledge base to synthesis circuit topologies and then optimise circuit
parameters have been proved to be a success. Several techniques for circuit optimisation have been intensively
researched and some of them have been used commercially. The techniques for topology synthesis have been
focused on the use of a knowledge base by means of design rules and building blocks representing subcircuits.
These techniques are guaranteed success under the condition that relevant rules and building blocks must be given.
The concept of evolving circuit topologies from a collection of primitive devices is designed to provide results
regardless of relevant knowledge. However, it also brings more shortcomings:

The systems require large computational resources. Because genetic algorithms and genetic programming
involve the evolution of a large amount of circuits, and also the simulation for each evolving circuit. This
requires long computational time. To reduce the time used by systems, the use of a parallel computer is
preferred. The WYWIWYG system evolved 60dB operational amplifiers on a parallel computer with the
population size of 640,000[37]. While the system by Lohn et al. evolved circuits using a group of Sun
workstations or Intel-based PCs, with various population sizes from 1000 to 18000 depending on circuit
types[22].
Resulting circuits from both systems are ill-designed. Both systems perform well when evolving passive filters.
However, the evolution of operational amplifiers is not so good because the results are limited by the
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connections that a transistor can make. For the WYWIWYG system, the third terminal of a transistor can be
connected to one of two remaining terminals, a global circuit node, or a power supply, while the system by
Lohn and Colombano limits transistor connections to be connected to the adjacent components in the circuit
representation structure, to the ground, input and output connection. However, the design of CMOS circuits
which comprise several transistors, can be a problem because of complexity. Furthermore, both systems lack
algorithms to eliminate the redundancy and unconventional connectivity. Although the WYWIWYG system
possesses a simplifying algorithm that removes short-circuits or floating components from evolving circuits,
such an algorithm does not eliminate unconventional circuit structures but only ensures that the evolving
circuits can be simulated without error. Resulting amplifier circuits evolved by the WYWIWYG system are
still full of unconventional connectivity of transistors as well as huge redundancy [37,38]. The system by
Lohn and Colombano is based upon a desired property that all sets of circuit-constructing primitives result
in valid circuit graphs, so the correction procedure is not required. However, several transistors in the
resulting circuits still show unconventional connections [22].

III.THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
To overcome such disadvantages, the proposed system is based upon the genetic programming paradigm, with
an extension for design correction. The population size can be expanded or reduced when needed to minimise
unnecessary computation. A user-defined library containing building blocks is also available, so the mutation can
use alternative choices for the evolution. The redundancy and connectivity are controlled by a novel design
correction procedure, which we call current-flow analysis. We also introduce a new circuit representation to aid the
complexity of the circuit structure. It allows transistors to be connected to most of the circuit nodes within the whole
circuit with a single evolving step. Details of the system are shown in figure 1.
To design a circuit, the system requires a number of start-up configurations from the user, which are circuit
specifications, technological parameters and embryonic circuits. The user can also adjust the system parameters and
insert new building blocks to suit the requirement. Circuits in the first generation are evolved from an embryonic
circuit (start-up circuit) using mutation, and then sent through the current-flow analysis. Current-flow analysis
creates current-flow lists for each circuit, which describe the connection of components based upon the current
flowing within the circuit. Correction rules are performed on the current-flow lists to alter the connection of
components, remove isolated parts or any parts which do not affect performance. The remaining circuits are then
evaluated for fitness values. A number of candidates are then selected from evaluated circuits for refining
performance. Improved candidates are then inserted back into the generation, and sorted. If no circuit meets the
target specifications, new generations are then evolved from the current generation. The process runs until all
necessary specifications are satisfied.

A. The circuit representation technique based on current-flow analysis
The new circuit representation is similar to the one used in the WYWIWYG system [21,37,38], in that the tree
structure representing a circuit, which we will call a GP-tree representation, is the construction of evolving functions
which evolve a single wire into a complex structure of components. However, the new circuit representation also
allows transistors to be connected to most locations within the whole circuit via cross-linked connections which will
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be described later. A connection modifying function, where by a wire is evolved which connects two circuit nodes
together, e.g. the so-called VIA function in the WYWIWYG system, is also presented in the proposed method but
with an improvement. The comparison in connection modifying functions used in the WYWIWYG system and in
the proposed system is shown in figure 2.
In the figure, the topological evolution starts from an embryonic circuit, which generally contains a wire
connecting input to output. The WYWIWYG system may evolve a single wire into a loop using a parallel
connection modifying function. The VIA functions can be used to connect any part of circuit to the power supply,
allowing active components to work. Transistors may receive current from such a connection, or it may connect its
terminal to the power supply directly. The WYWIWYG system defines a small number of global sharing nodes,
which can be used by any components.
When complex loops are required, a single wire grows into several loops using several parallel connection
modifying functions placed close together, or using two VIA functions that connect to the same circuit node that is
predefined and available for all components.
However, when several transistors are presented in a circuit, more global sharing nodes are required by VIA
functions and transistor creating functions to represent more complex network structures. In the WYWIWYG
system, the global sharing nodes are limited. Furthermore, to connect a transistor terminal to a target node in the
circuit via the global sharing node, the WYWIWYG system needs at least two evolutionary steps, firstly connecting
transistors to a global node, and secondly, connecting the target location to the sharing global node using a VIA
function. Evolving a connection between two nodes from any location in the circuit requires a similar task. In a later
publication, the way to perform such a task was suggested, and required several evolutionary steps [39].
The proposed representation technique is not only capable of performing in a similar manner to the
WYWIWYG system, but it also automatically defines a new referencing node when evolving every serial
connection modifying function. In addition to the circuit connections between components which are placed
adjacent to each other in a GP-tree representation, transistors are allowed to connect one of their terminals to the
referencing nodes, power supplies, or input node of circuit. With the use of VIA functions, any circuit node can be
connected to one of the referencing nodes, power supplies, or input node as well. To identify the connections made
to referencing nodes defined by serial connection modifying functions, we will refer to them as cross-linked
connections. Basic representation of two-terminal components and three-terminal components are shown in figure 3.
From the figure, the two-terminal component creating function comprises only one GP node. These components
are wire (Z), floating connection (FLOAT), resistor (R), capacitor (C), inductor (L), voltage independence source
(V), and current independent source (I).
The three-terminal component creating functions are more complicated. They comprise a GP node containing the
component type and component parameters, accompanied by two optional subtrees. There are two available
components in this group, which are N-type and P-type transistors.
The connection modifying functions are evolving functions that evolve new connections, wires, or several
components from a single component or a wire. They are parallel (PSS), serial (SER), cross-linked (VIA), and
connection swapping (FLIP) functions, shown in figure 4. The SER function also defines a referencing circuit node
which will be used as a target connection for VIA functions and transistor creating functions.
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The proposed hierarchical circuit representation is based upon current-flow lists. An individual contains several
current-flow lists connected together as a single GP-tree. Each subtree represents a current-flow list. Some GPnodes may contain subtrees and this allows hierarchical structures to be identified.
Figure 5 demonstrates how a single current-flow list comprising four components can be represented as a GPtree. The example list has three two-terminal components and one three-terminal component (with no optional
subtree). They are connected together using three SER connection modifying functions. Figure 6 is an example of an
individual, which comprises several subtrees. The main tree is considered as the root hierarchy. Other subtrees are
connected via connection modifying functions or three-terminal component creating functions and are considered as
the lower hierarchy. The cross-linked connections made by three-terminal component creating functions and VIA
connection modifying functions can freely connect to the global sharing node of any SER connection modifying
functions, or global nodes which include VDD, VSS, and Vin.

B. Current-flow analysis
Current-flow analysis is a technique to analyse and model a circuit in the form of current-flow lists. It is
designed especially for circuits involving transistors. The algorithm to create current-flow lists from a circuit
represented in GP-tree individual is shown in figure 7.
The current-flow analysis task firstly translates a GP-tree representing an evolving circuit, into current-flow lists.
Each current-flow list may contain a single component or several components connected together in the way that it
allows an amount of DC current to flow through all components. A component, which does not allow continuous
DC current to flow such as a capacitor, is considered as a separated list.
A circuit may be represented as a set of current-flow lists as following:
Circuit(idv) = {L1(n1a,n1b),L2(n2a,n2b),…,Ln(nna,nnb)}

(1)

Whereas a = 0 and b = number of components in each Li , while Li ∈ {L1 ,..., Ln } .
idv represents the description of the circuit in a population. Each circuit contains n current-flow lists. Li(nia,nib) is
a current-flow list, which may comprise single component or several components connected together. A particular
Li, which contains j components, may be described as:
Li(ni0,nij) = {C1(ni0,ni1),C2(ni1,ni2),…,Cj(nij-1,nij)}

(2)

Li(ni0,nij) possesses two main circuit nodes, ni0 and nij, at the ends of the list, . A current-flow list allows an
amount of current to flow through all components in the chain via ni0 and nij. Cj(na,nb) represents a two-terminal
component. For P-type and N-type transistors, Cj(na,nb) is substituted by Cj(na,nb,nc) where nb notifies the connection
of the gate terminal, na and nc are the connections of drain and source terminals.
To demonstrate how the current-flow analysis transforms a circuit into the current-flow lists, a two-stage
amplifier shown in figure 8 can be transformed as:
Circuit(idv) = {L1,L2,L3,L4,L5}

(3)

Where L1 to L5 are
L1(VDD,VSS)

= {I1(VDD,7),NMOSm6(7,7,VSS)}

L2(VDD,VSS)

= {PMOSm5(VDD,3,Vout),NMOSm8(Vout,7,VSS)}

L3(VDD,5)

= {PMOSm4(VDD,4,3),NMOSm1(3,Vin+,5)}

L4(VDD,5)

= {PMOSm3(VDD,4,4),NMOSm2(4,Vin-,5)}
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L5(5,VSS)

= {NMOSm7(5,7,VSS)}

(4)

Once the current-flow lists are created, a number of analyses can be done and a certain action can be performed.
These are possible characteristics, which can be obtained from the current-flow lists for the design correction
purpose:

1) Rule 1. Direction of current: the direction of current could be sought when at least one of the ends of the
current-flow list is VDD or VSS. From equation (1) and (2) the direction of current which flows through Li(nia,nib)
can be found as:
For each list Li(nia,nib); Li ∈ {L1 ,..., L n }
if (nia=nib)
No current flows between a and b
else if((nia=VDD) or (nib=VSS))
Direction of current is from nia to nib
else if((nia=VSS) or (nib=VDD))
Direction of current is from nib to nia
else
Direction of current is unknown
where nia and nib are the circuit nodes at the ends of the current-flow list.
This rule identifies two interesting situations. The first one is the situation that an amount of current flows
between nia and nib. Another situation is the existence of a current-flow list without any current flowing. This means
that all circuit nodes in the current pathway from nia to nib have the same voltage. Thus, such a current-flow list can
be removed. For example, in figure 9 and equation (4), all current-flow lists connect to at least one of the ends of the
lists to VDD or VSS. Thus, the direction of current for all current-flow lists can be obtained and it is from the left
hand side of the lists, to the right hand side of the lists.

2) Rule 2. Floating list: The floating list is the current-flow list that contains a floating component. No current
flows through the current-flow list. In these circumstances, the current-flow list can be removed. The floating lists
can be determined as follows:
For each list Li(nia,nib); Li ∈ {L1 ,..., L n }
if(( nia ∉ {VDD , VSS , n 0 a , n 0 b ,..., n ( i −1) a , n ( i −1) b , n( i +1) a , n( i +1) b ,..., n na , n nb } )
or ( nib ∉ {VDD , VSS , n0 a , n0 b ,..., n( i −1) a , n( i −1) b , n ( i +1) a , n ( i +1) b ,..., n na , n nb } ))
Li is a floating list.
3) Rule 3. Isolated list: The isolated list contains components, which can be removed without any change in DC
characteristics. The checking task starts from the current-flow list that contains the output circuit node. Then other
current-flow lists are checked to see if they share any circuit connection to the current-flow list being considered,
except the connection being made by gate terminal of transistors in other current-flow lists, and the connection to
the power supplies. The checking task performs repeatedly until no more current-flow lists are selected. The currentPage8

flow lists that are left out from the process can be considered as isolated lists, and all components within the lists
could be removed without any effect on the whole circuit.

4) Rule 4. The transistor region: Once the direction of current is known for the current-flow list that hosts the
particular transistor, the direction of current that flows via the transistor can also be identified and its region can be
obtained as follows:
For each transistor Ck(ni(k-1),ngk,nik) in Li(nia,nib) with known current direction

ni ( k −1) → nik or

nik → ni ( k −1)
if(((Ck=PMOS) and ( ni ( k −1)
if ( ng k

→ nik )) or ((Ck=NMOS) and ( nik → ni ( k −1) )))

∈ {ni 0 ,..., ni ( k −1) } )
Ck is in cut-off region

if(ngk = nik)
Ck is in saturation region
if( ng k

∈ {ni ( k +1) ,..., nib } )
Ck is in saturation or triode region

if(((Ck=NMOS) and ( ni ( k −1)
if ( ng k

→ nik )) or ((Ck=PMOS) and ( nik → ni ( k −1) )))

∈ {nik ,..., nib } )
Ck is in cut-off region

if(ngk = ni(k-1))
Ck is in saturation region
if( ng k

∈ {nia ,..., ni ( k − 2 ) } )
Ck is in saturation or triode region

in other cases that ng k

∉ {nia ,..., nib }

transistor region of Ck is unknown
If Li shares circuit node at the end of the list with another current-flow list and both lists connect the circuit node
at the other end of the list to the opposite power supply, all other circuit nodes in those lists are also taken into
account. For instance, when considering transistor m4 in the circuit shown in figure 8 with current-flow lists in
equation (4), current-flow list L5 is also considered because L3 that hosts transistor m4 shares a current node at the
end of the list with L5 ,and another end of L3 is connected to VDD, while another end of L5 is connected to VSS.
The current-flow list L4 is not considered for transistor m4 because the end of the list L4 is connected to VDD
although it also shares another end of the list with L3 and L5.
When the transistor region is known, a transistor that performs in the wrong region can be reconnected or
removed. Again, from figure 8 and equation (4), transistor m6 can easily be identified to perform in the saturation
region, because its gate transistor is connected to the circuit node defined within the same current-flow list that hosts
the transistor as explained above.
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The current-flow analysis is a simple and short task, but, at the same time, is useful for the analysis of circuits
evolved under evolutionary algorithms. In other automated circuit design systems based on a knowledge base, the
correction procedure can be easily performed with accuracy because the knowledge base provides the information of
the correction procedure together with the architecture or building blocks that the system is using to design for the
particular specifications. But in the systems which are based on evolutionary algorithms with the facility of
topological invention, such information is not available, the current-flow analysis is therefore an alternative
procedure to identify and correct any faulty design, since the current-flow analysis is based upon fundamental
Kirchhoff's Laws. The result can be used to guide the correction and refinement of the circuit, or to screen the
obscure design so that circuits containing only non-useful components will not spend the valuable simulation time.

C. Evolutionary process
The main evolutionary process of the proposed system is similar to the process used in genetic programming. Its
genetic operations are reproduction, crossover, and mutation. The reproduction is the same as canonical genetic
programming. The crossover and mutation are a little more complicated, as the proposed representation contains
cross-linked connections. The crossover is done by selecting the swapping point for both parents. Both parents are
cut at the swapping locations, along with any lower hierarchical subtrees connected underneath. This causes all
cross-linked connections made across the swapping point to be disconnected. The sections are then swapped
between the parents. The mutation operation performs by selecting a point within the parent. All GP-nodes below
the selected point are removed and new GP-nodes are evolved using randomly selected evolving functions. Again,
the cross-linked connections made between GP-nodes under the cutting point and above the cutting point are
disconnected. Thus, the crossover and mutation operations require the final procedure to reconnect all disrupted
cross-linked connections by randomly selecting new locations from available referencing nodes and other global
circuit nodes, including input circuit nodes and power supplies.
In the proposed system, we use tournament selection as the algorithm for natural selection of parents. The
tournament selection algorithm selects a few individuals randomly. The selected individuals are then compared to
each other by their fitness values. The best individual will be used as a parent.

D. Fitness measurement
The fitness values are divided into two groups, which are hard constraints and soft constraints. The fitness
measurement process, which evaluates all fitness values, are shown in figure 9.
The hard constraints are the user specifications for the desired circuit. The constraints can be a single boundary,
which the acceptable performance is either under of above, or presented as desired range, with the acceptable
performance falling within this range. The hard constraints are required to meet the target for the evolution to be
considered a success.
The soft constraints comprise some user specifications and other program configurations. The soft constraints are
considered as lower priority than hard constraints. The soft constraints are not required to meet the target. However,
after all hard constraints have met the target, the evolution can perform further to improve the fitness values
controlled by the soft constraints and this provides better optimised circuits depending upon particular soft
constraints.
For the evolution of CMOS amplifier used in the proposed system. The hard constraints include:
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1.

Open-loop gain: This constraint has a lower boundary to notify the minimum value of acceptable gain.

2.

Gain bandwidth product: This constraint also has a lower boundary to notify the minimum value of
acceptable GBP.

3.

Phase margin: This constraint has a lower boundary to notify the minimum value of phase margin for the
whole range of acceptable GBP.

4.

DC-offset: This constraint has lower and higher boundaries. It notifies the acceptable range of DC offset.

5.

Power dissipation: This constraint has a higher boundary to notify that the power dissipation at quiescent
point should not be beyond the boundary.

6.

Voltage swing: This constraint possesses lower and higher boundaries to notify the minimum range of
acceptable output voltage range that the circuit can perform is linear.

7.

Linearity penalty: This constraint has a higher boundary point. It notifies the possible highest value of the
differential of the lowest gain point and the highest gain point within acceptable voltage swing. The example
of DC sweep in figure 10 shows how to notify the highest gain point and the lowest gain point.

All hard constraints except the voltage swing are normalised into a general scale, where the boundaries can be
eliminated. Only the normalised fitness values that are greater than 0 (except voltage swing) are summed together as
an overall fitness value, and will be used as the highest priority for the ranking process.
The soft constraints contain the general parameters apart from desired circuit specifications. As the benefit of
optimising these constraints is mostly for economic reasons rather than requirement. The soft constraints for the
evolution of CMOS circuits are:

1.

CMOS transistors violation penalty: This is due to transistors that perform in other regions than the
saturation region. This constraint could be considered as a hard constraint as it is practical for CMOS
amplifiers to have only transistors performing in the saturation region. However, from several trails, it was
found that the evolution process often starts evolving circuits which contain a number of transistors in the
wrong region. The evolution will approach a situation where fewer transistors will be kept in the wrong
region.

2.

Diffitness: The differential overall fitness value, or in short, diffitness, is sought from the differentiation of
overall fitness value of a circuit, to the overall fitness value of its better parent. The positive value identifies
that the circuit performs better than its parents, the negative value identifies otherwise.

3.

Complexity: This constraint is sought from the component parameters. Each component type has a
particular weight and function for the calculation. The larger size of components and more components
mean the higher complexity.

The overall fitness value and other soft constraints are used to evaluate the rank of each individual. The priority
level is ordered from the overall fitness value, diffitness, CMOS violation, and complexity respectively. The rank of
each individual is used for the tournament selection of parents for the evolution of the next generation.
Please note that the normalised fitness value is valid from -∞ to 100. The highest possible value, 100, notifies
the worse performance for a particular specification. The value greater than 100 notifies the failure in fitness
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evaluation. The acceptable value is 0. The negative value identifies the over-specification situation; e.g. the circuit
outperforms the desired specification.
The overall fitness value also provides another benefit. It allows all hard-constraints with over-specification not
to influence the rank position, while soft constraints can still influence the rank. For the design of amplifiers, the
complexity penalty is calculated from component parameters, which also affects circuit performance. For instance,
transistor size has a direct effect on transistor gain. The reduction in transistor size means the reduction of the
complexity penalty, it also means the transistor gain would decrease, and thus, it could decrease the fitness value
which governs the amplifier gain. Thus, this technique is relevant to design trade-offs.

E. Variable population size and user-defined library
A problem which arises when using genetic algorithms and genetic programming is how to obtain the proper
population size with the minimum use of computational resource, and at the same time, to guarantee a successful
result. In [27], there is a procedure to determine the possibility of success in searching for an answer using genetic
programming. Unfortunately, the procedure requires a number of runs to provide a near-solved solution of various
population sizes for the determination of the proper population size. For a general design when the specifications
can be varied, the best action is to use the largest possible population size to avoid the premature convergence; e.g.
the situation when the evolution stops before reaching its target.
In general, the best way to reduce the risk of such a condition is to use as large a population size as possible.
However, this means longer computational time. A solution to reduce computational time is to skip the fitness
measurement procedure for a few first generations as in [38].
In the proposed system, we introduce another solution to reduce computational time by using a small or
moderate population size at the first generation. In such a case that premature convergence may occur while
evolving, the population size will be expanded to allow more circuits to be evolved for each generation. This
promotes more diversity in the population. We determine the premature convergence by checking the consistency in
the fitness values of the best circuit and the appearance of several circuits that are the same structure as the best
circuit over several generations. If the evolution improves over several contiguous generations, the population size
may reduce but not smaller than the starting size.
The user-defined library is another simple but useful technique. Knowledge is provided by the users by adding
known basic modules as additional information for the evolution. For instance, a simple gain cell comprising P-type
and N-type transistors is useful for evolving amplifiers. Basic modules that we use for the evolution of CMOS
amplifiers are shown in figure 11. The mutation process randomly selects a module from the user-defined library
and inserts it into an evolving circuit in the same way as it evolves components. Thus, the use of basic modules is
also controlled by the natural selection as with other components.

F. Candidate selection and refinement
Although the current-flow analysis is performed before simulation, there is no change within the circuit
representation of each individual. This allows unused information to remain in the individual and could be evolved
further into useful components in later generations. However, in most cases, this unused information can propagate
when the individual grows more complex, and unfortunately this prevents the possibility of selecting proper genetic
information from evolving into useful components.
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To allow the smaller individual a better chance to thrive, a small group of candidates is selected from the whole
population and processed by current-flow analysis. A simple improving task is to apply current-flow analysis to
notify unused information and remove it if possible. The results are then regenerated and inserted into the
population.
In the proposed system, we demonstrate the use of a simple hill-climbing algorithm to refine component
parameters of candidates. The process changes one of component parameters at a time. It then evaluates the fitness
value and compares the altered circuit with the original and selects the better one. The evaluation procedure is the
same module to the one used by genetic programming. However, we consider the altered circuit to be better than the
original under a condition where the CMOS violation penalty is considered as higher priority than the overall fitness
value.
The candidates are selected using the following process:
1) Select a candidate whose CMOS violation penalty is lower (better) than the best individual,
2) Select a candidate whose design is valid but can not pass the simulation, and
3) Select remaining candidates from the whole population using the tournament selection procedure.

IV. THE EXPERIMENT
A. Configuration settings
The aim of the experiment is to demonstrate the use of current-flow analysis for the design of CMOS amplifiers
evolved using genetic programming. Currently, we decided to evolve amplifiers with one input and one output as in
previous work [22,37,38]. The system was written in C and ran on a Pentium-II 400 MHz PC. The operating system
was Linux and the circuit simulator was PSPICE3. The minimum population size was 300 and maximum size was
1000 with expansion/reduction rate at 5 percent. Five candidates were selected from each generation for parameter
refinement using hill climbing as previously described. The mutation and crossover were 50 percent chance. The
limitation for the serial component was set to 4 for subtrees at lower hierarchy and 32 for the main tree. Power
supplies used by the testing harness were -5 and 5 volt unless stated otherwise. Most runs used a general set of
specifications, which are shown in table 1.

B. Results
The system was thoroughly tested with several runs. However, under such a tight configuration for the
evolutionary process, several runs could not reproduce results and so they were discarded. Some runs satisfied the
desired specifications but unfortunately the number of transistors operating in the invalid region did not decrease
over several generations.
The referencing circuit shown in figure 14 was evolved using a set of evolving functions and a genetic
representation technique which are similar to the WYWIWYG system. Design optimisation technique, GCL and
DPS are disabled. The population size was 10000. The circuit was difficult for human designer to understand and
such a condition can also be found in resulting circuit shown in [ 37].
When the proposed genetic representation technique and current-flow analysis were implemented, the resulting
circuits evolved by the system were significantly better. The resulting circuits in figure 15 and 16 were from two
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runs with the phase margin penalty not restricted. They evolved from an embryonic circuit shown in figure 12. The
testing harness for the simulation is shown in figure 13.
The resulting circuits in figure 17 and 18 were from another two runs where the transistor length was set to 10µ
m instead of 5µm. This demonstrates how the proposed system adapts itself to a new configuration where the
change could directly affect gain of each transistor.
When phase margin penalty were also used for fitness evaluation, the proposed system adjusted the evolution by
automatically applying frequency compensation if necessary, as the resulting circuit shown in figure 19. The
resulting circuit comprises 3 amplification stages and a compensating subcircuit which comprises a capacitor and a
low-gain amplification stage which also performs as a biasing circuit for the first and final stage.
Figure 23, 24 and 25 show resulting circuits of various runs that different specifications were applied. The
resulting circuits shown in figure 23 and 24 was evolved using the target gain of 90dB and 120 dB respectively,
while the resulting circuits shown in figure 25 uses different supply voltages from the rest, which are 3 and -3 volt.
The output voltage swing was reduced to +2 volt and amplification gain was 60dB.
The result in figure 28 was evolved from an embryonic circuit shown in figure 26. This demonstrates how the
proposed system reacts with the predefined topologies that are used as embryonic circuits. A similar condition has
been previously implemented by DARWIN[20]. And the last result in figure 29 was also evolved from the same
predefined topology but the transistor length was set to 3µm and amplification gain 75dB.
Under the user specifications shown in table 1, the proposed system under went around 20 to 100 generations
before all hard constraints were satisfied. The system then proceeded with further optimisation of the soft
constraints, e.g. the number of transistors operating in the wrong region. Table 2 shows the total number of
individuals and generations that each resulting circuit was used to evolve from an embryonic circuit to a status that
all hard constraints were satisfied. The referencing circuit requires significantly more computational resources than
other circuits which were evolved under the proposed methodology. However, evolving circuits using the same set
of specifications require uncertain amount of resources, as the comparison of total number of individuals required to
evolve circuits in figure 15 and 16, and the similar condition for circuits in figure 17 and 18. Another noticeable
condition comes from the evolution of 60dB, 90dB and 120dB of circuit shown in figure 19, 23 and 24. According
to the total number of individuals shown in table 2, evolving higher amplification gain requires more computational
resources. The average time for the runs except the run that produced referencing circuit was about two to three
days for each successful run on a Pentium-II 400 MHz PC with the total generations around 100 to 250. Failure can
be identified within a day by checking to see if the overall fitness value of the best circuit could not improve over
several generations.

C. Discussion
According to the results and the proposed techniques, there are various issues to be raised:
1) Resulting circuits in comparison to other similar systems: The experimental results have shown that the
proposed techniques can actually improve the design when compared to the results produced by the
WYWIWYG system [21] and the system by Lohn et al.[22]. Results in [21] contain redundancy and
unconventional transistor connections. Results in [22] shows that the system could eliminate redundancy
without the need for design correction algorithms. However, several transistors are connected improperly.
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The proposed systems produced resulting circuits which not had only redundancy eliminated, but the
transistor connections were also correct.
2) The variation in the resulting circuits: The experimental results show that the proposed system produces
various circuit topologies for the same configuration setting. This is different from systems based upon a
knowledge base which generally produce consistent results.

In the knowledge based technique, user

specifications are used to identify which topology will be used or how a topology is synthesised by design
rules. While the proposed system uses genetic programming to provide circuit topologies by evolving them
from a collection of components. This allows a higher degree of freedom for topology invention. Currently,
the design optimisation algorithm is designed to correct circuits. In the future research, the facility for design
optimisation using small-signal models of transistors can be done. This could reduce the variation of design
by replacing a complex structure with an equivalent one.
3) Strategy for improving the design: Although current-flow analysis provides information which is useful for
the design optimisation purpose, it is possible that such information may not be known for some
components, e.g. the transistor region may not be known for some transistors. Thus, no correction will be
done for components where there is inefficient design information. After a circuit has been sent for
simulation, the transistor region can now be obtained and used for the evaluation of the CMOS violation
penalty. The purpose of current-flow analysis is therefore to correct the design using as much information as
it can gather before the simulation. This would decrease the search space used by the genetic programming.
4) The use of the refining process: The refining process of the candidates is designed to improve potential
individuals by means of their performance by searching within the local neighbourhood. The move to a new
point within the search space should be done carefully not to strongly perturb the move of the whole
population. Currently, we use the refining process as component parameter refinement for the trade-offs
between the hard constraints and complexity penalty, while the CMOS violation penalty will not be traded
with other penalties unless the action causes a better move for the CMOS violation penalty. From the
experiment, we have also found a situation where the design is valid but the circuit can not function
properly. In this case, the use of parameter refinement that allows all parameters to be randomly reset could
salvage such design.
5) The use of dynamic population sizing: The purpose of dynamic population sizing is to reduce the time for
evolution in the few first generations. Another purpose is to allow the population size to be expanded when
the users set the population size too small. And finally, to allow the population size to be expanded if there
is no improvement after several generations. The larger population size would promote more diversity and
hence increase the chance that evolution would jump over the local maxima. The population size may then
be decreased to the previous size to limit the computational time.
6) Strategy for reducing the size of search space: The evolutionary process that invents circuit topologies and
optimises circuit parameters is actually a search algorithm that performs the searches within a search space.
The size of the search space for a circuit design problem depends on number of possible component values
for each component, number of components, and available component connections. The number of possible
component values depends on the move step of each component parameter during optimisation and its
acceptable range. A smaller step means more accuracy but also a larger search space. An application can be
found in [34] where a small number of preferred component values is introduced to reduce the number of
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available component values and thus reduces the search space. The total number of component for an
evolving circuit is indirectly controlled by limiting the growth of the circuit representation structure. While
the connection of components is controlled by basic rules presented in circuit representation technique and
the current-flow analysis. The basic component connection rules affect the search space used by the
evolutionary process. In contrast, since the current-flow analysis performs after the evolution of each
generation, it affects the searches by selectively presenting valid choices within the whole search space. The
result is the population size and number of generations can be decreased. The proposed system has
successfully evolved 60dB CMOS amplifiers using the dynamic population size between 300 and 1000
individuals with the total generation around 100 to 250. In comparison, the WYWIWYG system generated a
similar 60dB amplifier using the population size of 640,000 and total generation of 109 [37], while the
system by Lohn et al. generated a 75dB amplifier using the population size of 1200 and total generation of
4866 [22]. However, when comparing to other techniques that apply manually designed topologies with
topology-independent parameter optimisation techniques, the proposed system searches on a larger search
space because the searches for proper constructs of circuit topologies are taken into account. The search
space would increase further when evolving more complex circuits. Several techniques can be done to
counterbalance the size of the search space, including improving circuit representation technique and
topology correction process, providing predefined building blocks, using predefined circuit topologies as
embryonic circuits, as a result shown in figure 28. In very complex circuit design cases, the proposed system
may be applied to invent subcircuits within the hierarchical design process when the design system cannot
provide a satisfying subcircuit to fit the required performances.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a system for the evolution of CMOS amplifiers. The system possesses a new circuit
representation technique, which is designed to cope with the complexity of connections between transistors. It also
possesses a novel current-flow analysis, a topology-independent design correction algorithm that corrects circuits
evolved by the evolutionary process. The system also allows other optimisation techniques to be used along with
genetic programming. A simple hill-climbing algorithm is used as a demonstration for this case. The experimental
results have demonstrated the feasibility of an evolved design compatible to a human design with similar
performance.
Future research is geared towards improving the circuit presentation technique and current-flow analysis
algorithm to correct some transistors that are still in wrong region and speed up the design process. New fitness
measurement modules will be added so other types of circuits can be investigated and tested. We believe that when
such system becomes available, novice circuit designers will be one step closer to inventing basic analogue circuits.
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Open loop gain
60dB
GBP
1MHz
Phase margin
60 degree minimum
Offset
+ 0.025 volt
Power Dissipation
100mW
(including biasing circuits)
Voltage swing
+ 3 volt minimum
Linear penalty
10dB
Table 1. general specifications for the experiment
Circuit
in figure#
14
15
16
17
18
19
23
24
25
28
29

special specifications

population
size
(min-max)
10000

expanding/reduc
ing rate
(percent)
(constant size)

number of
generations
evolved
200

total
inidividual

referencing
2000000
circuit,60dB
phase not restricted,
400-1000
5%
12
4800
60dB,l=5µm
phase not restricted,
400-1000
5%
25
10000
60dB,l=5µm
phase not restricted,
300-1000
5%
11
3300
60dB,l=10µm
phase not restricted,
300-1000
5%
43
11700
60dB,l=10µm
100-1000
10%
48
5577
60dB,l=5µm
300-1000
5%
64
19646
90dB,l=5µm
300-1000
5%
92
32888
120dB,l=5µm
300-1000
5%
144
43764
60dB,l=5µm,
VDD/VSS=+3V
300-1000
5%
7
2100
60dB,l=5µm,
good-started
100-1000
10%
5
500
75dB,l=3µm,
good-started
Table 2. number of generations and individuals used for the evolution of all runs
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Figure 1. diagram of the proposed system
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Figure 2 comparison of growth direction between the circuit representation used in the WYWIWYG system and the
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Figure 3 the component creating functions of two-terminal components and three-terminal components
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Figure 7 The creation of current-flow lists from an evolving circuit
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figure 8 differential operational amplifier
Calculate complexity value

Optimise circuit

Create a circuit netlist with
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Perform DC analysis by using SPICE

Search x1 and x2 that y(x1) and x(x2) are approx. boundaries
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Figure 9 Fitness measuring procedure
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Figure 13 testing harness
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Figure 14 referencing 60dB CMOS amplifier evolved under a similar condition found in the WYWIWYG system
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Figure 15 result from a run where phase margin is not restricted
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Figure 16 a result from another run
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Figure 17 result from a run where transistor length was set to 10 µm
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Figure 18 result from another run where transistor length was set to 10 µm
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Figure 19 resulting circuit under a restriction of phase margin
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Figure 20 DC sweep of circuit in figure 19
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Figure 21 open-loop transfer characteristic of circuit in figure 19
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Figure 22 phase margin of circuit in figure 19
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Figure 23 a 90dB amplifier evolved using the proposed system
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Figure 24 a 120dB amplifier evolved using the proposed system
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Figure 25 a 60 dB amplifier evolved using the proposed system. Its power supplies were 3 and -3 volt for VDD
and VSS respectively
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Figure 26 embryonic circuit for a good-start experiment
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Figure 27 GP-tree representation of the embryonic circuit in figure 26
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Figure 28 resulting circuit from a run using a good-start strategy
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Figure 29 resulting circuit from a run where its target gain was 75dB and transistor length was 3µm, using
embryonic circuit shown in figure 26
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